Whimsical Welcome Sequence

Delight new subscribers with five
whimsical, fun-to-read, heartcapturing welcome emails.

THEFUNNELSISTERS.COM

"Your Copywriting Companions."

The Whimsical Welcome Series

WHAT: Welcome sequence.
WHY: Brand building + using stories that form relationships and sell.
WHEN: Send immediately to new subscribers.
HOW: By nurturing new clients and introducing them to who you are after the reader has
downloaded the opt-in (aka, freebie lead magnet).
The goal of a welcome sequence is to introduce people to your brand, get them familiar
with who you are, entertain them with a story, and then sell a product or service at the
end of the sequence. Welcome sequences like this give readers a fun, behind-the-scenes
glimpse into how you and your products will serve them on their journey -- and should
differentiate you from others in the same niche. Don’t be afraid to be conversational,
witty, or show your personality... and most importantly, tell your story, sell and have FUN!

Email 1 Whimsical Welcome
Subject: Welcome to the Funnel Sisters Family

💌

Hey it's Chess, and I want to personally welcome you to the Funnel Sisters
Family.
I’m not going to lie, I’m a huge fan of the endless scroll.
It’s basically a reflex at this point.
I grab my phone, click on the Tik Tok/Facebook/Instagram app and scroll
through the memes, family updates, and posts from my favorite business
groups.
Ever do that too, Jenn?

Huh, what did you say?

About a year ago, one post in particular caught my eye…
It was a story from an entrepreneur who was eager to take her business to
the next level and begin creating courses to grow her brand.
The problem?
She couldn’t find the right words to put inside her emails and on her sales
page. She felt that everything she said came out mixed, missing or wrong.
That’s when I decided that enough was enough.
As an entrepreneur, you’ve put your blood, sweat and tears (literally) into your
product. You need copywriting that unleashes the power of your offer.
I firmly believe that standout sales copy (the words on the page that
make readers take action) is the one key to connecting with your
audience and increasing your sales -- and I want you to succeed in doing
both.
My mission is to bring you honest-to-goodness copywriting advice and
services that will leave you jumping over roadblocks and reaching those
customers who need you and your product the most right now.

Does that sound good to you?
To get you started right away and jumpstart those creative copy juices, we’ve
included our new 14-Point Sales Funnel Copywriting Framework designed
specifically to unleash the power of your offer. Join the hundreds of other
business owners like Veronica who’ve already used this helpful resource on
their own journey to more conversions.
“OMGosh this was a lifesaver! I was able to whip up the first draft of my sales
page in just 1.5 hours (verses 2 weeks like before). Thanks Chessica!” Veronica Mars
You can grab that again right here.

💌

Before you go, can I ask you something real quick? I’d love to know what
your biggest copywriting struggle is. Respond and let me know!
Jenn, I’m so excited you’re here with me and I can’t wait to see you flourish.
Until next time!
Chessica
P.S.: Thanks for joining The Funnel Sisters’ family. Click here to download your
14-Point Sales Funnel Copywriting Framework, then hit reply and let me know
what your biggest copywriting challenge is. I love reading and responding to
all of your messages!

Email 2 Whimsical Welcome
Subject: I made something for ya!

👋

I’ve been in the online marketing world for a while.
And let me tell you… I’ve learned quite a bit along the way.
When I was super green to everything digital marketing, Pinterest was a
huge source of inspiration. I would spend hours browsing boards, losing track
of time, and before I knew it, poof it was 8 pm.
Ever gone down that rabbit hole?

Weeeeeeeee!

As a newbie I felt like Pinterest had a lot of information… info about starting
blogs, creating websites, using brand boards, and giving helpful social media
posting tips. It felt like I hit the business 101 jackpot (and it was all free woohoo!).

That is, until some of the opt-in emails from all my complimentary downloads
started to roll in...
Lots of the content I received touted a fine line between sales-like and sleazy.
Many of the emails I read led to sales funnels with loud bolded fonts,
promising I’d make six figures in record low time if I’d invested money (I didn’t
have) by any means necessary (using my credit card) or I’d never succeed
#sigh.
My Pinterest party was officially over.
The pitches and high-pressured marketing messages left me feeling
completely over it (rather than inspired and ready to take action).
Have you felt that way before, Jenn?
I believe that selling should have nothing to do with manipulation and
everything to do with giving your gift to a world that needs your solution
to their problem.
It’s what makes The Funnel Sisters different from other copywriters.
I’m not just a savvy word worker. I build relationships, encourage business
owners to have meaningful conversations with their readers, and demystify
the complex copywriting process so that everyone can write words that sell.
And that’s why I created a (top) secret mini training just for you! A subscriber
exclusive!

😉

Because you’re here, you’ll get special access to an unlisted special, The
Charming Conversion. In this 30-minute private training, I’ll show you the
exact formula to selling on social media using the power of one-to-one

conversations. Perfect for the busy business owner ready to connect with
their audience and capture sales in less time.
Grab and drink and some popcorn, and click here to access your secret
training

🥤🍿

Cheers to your future success,
Xoxo,
Chess
TL;DR: Ready to learn how to sell on social without the sleaze? Click here to
access your exclusive subscriber-only training (it’s not listed anywhere else on
the Internet… for your eyes only!).

Email 3 Whimsical Welcome
Subject: Wanna say farewell to this one frustration?

🙃

You know I love a good stroll through social media (I just can’t help myself).
My favorite place to be online is inside of the close-knit Facebook group I
belong to. I love to stay connected and engaged inside these mini virtual
communities, but I also like to hop online to get a sense of what others are
saying about copywriting and funnels.
As nerdy as it sounds, I note every digital marketing golden nugget I find on
the interwebz and get all sorts of happy when I find a piece of copy gold, aka
valuable voice of customer data.

Ding ding we have a winner!

While I was browsing through my favorite group, I started to notice a pattern
with entrepreneurs when it came to writing their own copy. I call it the
copywriting conundrum.
It’s a pesky predicament you may have found yourself in, too...
Hard working biz owners frustrated on how best to nail their messaging, and
even delaying the launch of their funnel because of it.

🤦♀️🤦♀️🤦♀️
We’ve also seen countless others say things like…
I’m admittedly not good at writing copy.
I'm starting to doubt myself and wondering if it could damage my
business if I launch with awful writing.
I am so bad at copy, my brain just doesn’t work that way.
I feel tapped out when it comes to writing what I think is going to appeal
to my target audience

It was obvious. People struggle majorly with their messaging and don't feel
confident that their copy is good enough to pull in sales.
And when they experience this frustration, writer’s block hits and the words
come out mixed, missing, or wrong.
The result? An offer that's not as powerful as it could be.
That’s when it totally dawned on me....
I could take everything I’ve been through and guide entrepreneurs through
the whole copywriting process. Help them craft words that are transformative
enough to move the customer along the buyer's journey and to the sweet
point of purchase.

🙌🙌🙌
Jenn, it’s totally normal to feel nervous and even apprehensive about trusting
the process and hiring someone to write for you. They aren’t you and aren’t
your brand. But that's why I strive to make the sales copy process as easy and
painless as possible.
There’s nothing quite like it.
Curious to know more and wondering what it’s like to work with me?
Here's what one client had to say:
"The Funnel Sisters are a fantastic duo that will wake your copy up like a
good morning cup o’ Joe. I don’t know how they do it, but it’s magic every
time. I highly recommend them to anyone looking to create a thriving
business!" -Cammie Cutie.
Ready to awaken your conversions like Cammie?

Click here and head on over to the website to browse our services page -- two
minutes of your time in exchange for less do-it-yourself frustration.
Chess
TL;DR Wanna say farewell to your [specific problem you solve] frustrations?
Schedule a free call with me today here!

Email 4 Whimsical welcome
Subject: The juggle is real

🤹♀️

Do you know what a bossy “r” is?
Have you ever heard of the silent “e” rule?
I had no idea what these things were until my daughter started her
kindergarten reading course late this year.

When my four-year old began spreading interest in learning how to read, I
had so many thoughts…

How do I teach her sight words?
How do I teach her about words that don’t follow any rules?
What’s the best way to teach her the vowels?

Well, as I recently found out, my curriculum had every step perfectly laid out
for me.

It showed me how to implement everything by using catchy songs and cute
little memorable rules.

Finding my way through teaching my kid how to read bought me back to the
reason I started The Funnel Sisters.

Looking at the big picture, business owners (especially new ones) have a
lot to juggle.

The struggle juggle is real.

They can feel overwhelmed, just like I did when I realized exactly how much
was involved in teaching my daughter how to read.

They have to manage everything, including writing all of their copy (which is
the closest thing to the sale).

But oftentimes they don’t know where to start -- or worse, they try to write
their own copy and it just doesn’t convert.

Choosing the right words has the potential to impact the success of your
funnel and the lives of your readers, your income, and eventually change
your quality of life.

That’s why I decided to focus on finding creative ways to educate and help
creative business owners craft great copy.

Think of it as a guide I’m sharing personally with you.

You can start here, right on my personal blog where I share quick
copywriting tips I've learned through my years of writing for high end
clients.

It’s actionable content I curated just for you, Jenn.

Chat soon,
Chess

P.S. Copy here, copy there, copy everywhere! There’s a whole lot you have to
write when you’re selling and it can feel overwhelming. Visit the blog today
for actionable tips on all things sales copywriting.

Email 5 Whimsical Welcome
Subject: You free to chat?

☕😀

A few days ago I had a nice virtual coffee chat with a creative business owner.

Cheers!

Although the coffee was delicious (and we enjoyed every caramel-laden last
drop), she was feeling conflicted about writing her list and experiencing
major overwhelm.

So as I drank I also took notes. And listened.

By the end of my first cup of Joe I realized she was sitting on a huge bank of
content! I’m talkin’ courses, workshops, classes, blog posts, workbooks, actual
books, and more.

And the kicker?

Our creative business owner needed to start emailing her list asap so
subscribers would actually know about all of these amazing resources. But
she wasn’t exactly sure how to get started and she hadn’t communicated
with her subscribers in months.

Talk about an email copywriting conundrum…

Jenn, if you're reading this email chances are you already have what it takes to
write sales copy. You just need a little help…

The best thing is, copywriting skills don’t ever expire. You can use them for
life.

Are you ready to experience what powerful copy cand do for you?

Maybe you're like my virtual coffee date, who needs way more than just a
quick fix that a single blog post or youtube video can cure.

While I love giving tons of value and advice through emails, social
content, and Mocktail Monday training, the very best way to get results is
to schedule a 1:1 call with me. Think of it like a shortcut to getting
conversions in less time.

I’ll help uncover your most troubling writing problems so you can improve
your marketing abilities and boost your confidence to connect with your
readers in a powerful way.

And the best part, Jenn? Your initial consult call doesn’t cost a thing!

This complimentary 1:1 call provides you the opportunity to discuss roadblocks
that are holding you back, identifies exactly where to focus your efforts, and
gives you a powerful framework to use that will have you achieving results
quicker.

Click here now to schedule a coffee chat. It’s our simple invitation with no
strings attached.

I can't wait to meet you, carmel latte in hand!

Chess

P.S. TLDR? If you need a little extra pep in your copy step, schedule a
no-strings-attached coffee chat here.

Story Guides
Email 1 Whimsical Welcome
Subject: Welcome to the [brand name] Family

💌

Hey it's [name] , and I want to personally welcome you to the [brand name]
Family.
I’m not going to lie, I’m a huge fan of the endless scroll.
It’s basically a reflex at this point.
I grab my phone. Click on the Tik Tok/Facebook/Instagram app and scroll
through the memes, family updates, and posts from my favorite business
groups.
Ever do that too, [first name]?

Huh, what did you say?

About a year ago, one post in particular caught my eye…

It was a post from an [type of client you serve] who was eager to take
[his/her] business to the next level and begin creating [something your
client does to grow her brand] to grow her brand.
The problem?
She couldn’t [problem #1 reader faces]. She felt that everything she said
came out [result of problem #1].
That’s when I decided that enough was enough.
As an entrepreneur, you’ve put your blood, sweat and tears (literally) into your
product. You need [your niche] that unleashes the [result you bring to
readers].
I firmly believe that standout [niche] is the one key to [the number one
result you’re audience will achieve if they implement what you teach] and
increasing your [another result they’ll achieve] -- and I want you to
succeed in doing both.
My mission is to bring you honest-to-goodness [niche] advice and services
that will leave you jumping over roadblocks and reaching those customers
who need you and your product the most right now.
Does that sound good to you?
To get you started right away and jumpstart those creative [niche] copy
juices, we’ve included our new [state and link your opt-in/freebie] designed
specifically to unleash the power of your [niche]. Join the hundreds of other
business owners like [clients or readers' name who gave testimonial below]
who’ve already used this helpful resource on their own journey to more [one

results your audience will achieve when they implement your
freebie/opt-in].
[testimonial]
You can grab that again right here.

💌

Before you go, can I ask you something real quick? I’d love to know what
your biggest [niche] struggle is. Respond and let me know!
[First name], I’m so excited you’re here with me and I can’t wait to see you
flourish.
Until next time!
[Sign off]
P.S.: Thanks for joining the [brand name] family. Click here to download
your [name and link freebie/opt-in], then hit reply and let me know what
your biggest [niche] challenge is. I love reading and responding to all of
your messages!

Email 2 Whimsical Welcome
Subject: I made something for ya!

👋

I’ve been in the [your niche] world for a while.
And let me tell you… I’ve learned quite a bit along the way.
When I was super green to everything [your niche], [initial social media
platform of choice] was a huge source of inspiration. I would spend hours

browsing [what you were browsing through], losing track of time, and
before I knew it, poof it was 8 pm.
Ever gone down that rabbit hole?

Weeeeeeeee!

As a newbie I felt like [social media platform] had a lot of information… info
about starting [what you learned 1st on platform], [what you learned 2nd
on platform], using [what you learned 3rd on platform], and giving helpful
[what you learned on platform #4] tips. It felt like I hit the [your niche] 101
jackpot (and it was all free - woohoo!).
That is, until some of the opt-in emails from all my complimentary downloads
started to roll in...
Lots of the content I received [the specific problem you found with the
freebies/opt-ins you received].
Many of the emails I read led to [state what type of freebies/opt-ins you
downloaded] promising I’d [results creators promised you would achieve

using that opt-in/freebie] if I’d [what creators said you needed to do to
achieve those results] or I’d never succeed #sigh.
My [social media platform of choice] party was officially over.
The [state problem with the freebies you received again] left me feeling
[how that negatively made you feel] it (rather than inspired and ready to
take action).
Have you felt that way before, [first name]?
I believe that [the one result your readers want to achieve] should have
nothing to do with [negative niche-related verb] and everything to do
with giving your gift to a world that needs your solution to their problem.
It’s what makes [brand name] different from other [niche/industry].
I’m not just a savvy [what you do (i.e.: copywriter, brand strategist)]. I
[result #1 that you bring], [result #2 that you bring], and demystify the
complex [something difficult you do] process so that everyone can [result
you bring readers].
And that’s why I created a (top) secret mini training just for you! A subscriber
exclusive!

😉

Because you’re here, you’ll get special access to an unlisted special
resource, [name of training]. In this [time length] private training, I’ll show
you the exact formula to [thing that you teach] using the power of [your
strategy]. Perfect for the busy business owner ready to [result #1 your
training brings] and [result #2 your training brings].
Grab and drink and some popcorn, and click here to access your secret
training

🥤🍿

Cheers to your future success,
[Sign off]
TL;DR: Ready to learn how to [result your training brings] on social without
the [what audience wants to avoid]? Click here to access your exclusive
subscriber-only training (it’s not listed anywhere else on the Internet… for your
eyes only!).

Email 3 Whimsical Welcome
Subject: Wanna say farewell to this one frustration?

🙃

You know I love a good stroll through social media (I just can’t help myself).
My favorite place to be online is inside of the close-knit [social platform]
group I belong to. I love to stay connected and engaged inside these mini
virtual communities, but I also like to hop online to get a sense of what others
are saying about [your niche].
As nerdy as it sounds, I note every [niche-related data/info] nugget I find on
the interwebz and get all sorts of happy when I find a piece of [niche-related
data/info] gold, aka valuable [what that niche-related data/info thing is].

Ding ding we have a winner!

While I was browsing through my favorite group, I started to notice a pattern
with entrepreneurs when it came to writing their own [what you teach]. I call
it the [niche] conundrum.
It’s a pesky predicament you may have found yourself in, too...
Hard working [niche you serve] frustrated on how [roadblock your readers
encounter], and even [result of them hitting this roadblock] because of it.

🤦♀️🤦♀️🤦♀️
We’ve also seen countless others say things like…
[Here you’re going to go into Facebook groups, or mine feedback or
testimonials you’ve received and list about 4-5 frustrations your audience
faces while they work towards their desired results]
[frustration 1]
[frustration 2]
[frustration 3]
[frustration 4]
It was obvious. People struggle majorly with [the obvious thing your readers
struggle with] and don't feel [emotion they’re looking for] that their [result
they want to achieve].
And when they experience this frustration, [your niche] block hits and [the
result of their frustration].

The result? An [what your audience is trying to create] that's not as [results
driven verb] as it could be.
That’s when it totally dawned on me....
I could take everything I’ve been through and guide entrepreneurs through
the whole [your niche] process. Help them [what you teach] that are
transformative enough to [outcome #1 of what you teach] and to the
[outcome #2 of what you teach].

🙌🙌🙌
[First name], it’s totally normal to feel nervous and even apprehensive about
trusting the process and hiring someone to [service you provide] for you.
They aren’t you and aren’t your brand. But that's why I strive to make the
[what you create] process as easy and painless as possible.
There’s nothing quite like it.
Curious to know more and wondering what it’s like to work with me?
Here's what one client had to say:
[Insert testimonial]
Ready to awaken your [specific testimonial result] like [customer name
who gave testimonial]?
Click here and head on over to the website to browse our services page -two minutes of your time in exchange for less [thing they’ll avoid by
hiring you] frustration.
[Sign off]

TL;DR Wanna say farewell to your [specific problem you solve] frustrations?
Schedule a free call with me today here!

Email 4 Whimsical welcome
Subject: The juggle is real

🤹♀️

Do you know what a [something new you learned]?
Have you ever heard of [something new you learned]?

I had no idea what these things were until [when you learned this new fun
fact] late this year.

When [why you had to learn this new fun fact], I had so many thoughts…

How do I [thing you worried about #1]?
How do I [thing you worried about #2]?
What’s the best way to [thing you worried about #3]?

Well, as I recently found out, [the thing that alleviated all of your worries]
had every step perfectly laid out for me.

It showed me how to implement everything by using [how it alleviated your
worries #1] and [how it alleviated your worries #2].

Finding my way through [new fun fact you learned] bought me back to the
reason I started [brand name].

Looking at the big picture, business owners (especially new ones) have a
lot to juggle.

The struggle juggle is real.

They can feel overwhelmed, just like I did when I realized exactly how much
was involved in [new fun fact you learned].

They have to manage everything, including [what you teach your readers to
do].

But oftentimes they don’t know where to start -- or worse, they try to [what
you teach your readers] and it just doesn’t [readers desired goal].

Choosing [what your audience must get right to achieve their desired
results] has the potential to impact the success of your [type of business or
product readers have] and the lives of your readers, your income, and
eventually change your quality of life.

That’s why I decided to focus on finding creative ways to educate and help
[what you teach your readers/clients to do].

Think of it as a guide I’m sharing personally with you.

You can start here, right on my personal blog where I share quick [niche]
tips I've learned through my years of [the work you do].

It’s actionable content I curated just for you, [First name].

[Sign off]

P.S. [niche] here, [niche] there, [niche] everywhere! There’s a whole lot you
have to [niche related verb] when you’re [what you do] and it can feel
overwhelming. Visit the blog today for actionable tips on all things [what you
teach your readers to do via the blog post].

Email 5 Whimsical Welcome
Subject: You free to chat?

☕😀

A few days ago I had a nice virtual coffee chat with a creative business owner.

Ah, sweet caffeine...

Although the coffee was delicious (and we enjoyed every caramel-laden last
drop), she was feeling conflicted about [what you teach your readers] and
experiencing major overwhelm.

So as I drank I also took notes. And listened.

By the end of my first cup of Joe I realized she was [the issue you realized
that the customer was having] I’m talkin’ [go into more detail about the
issue the customer was having] and more.

And the kicker?

Our [person you serve] needed to start [the issue the customer needed
resolved quickly] so [the reason why it needed to be resolved quickly]. But
she wasn’t exactly sure how to get started and she hadn’t [the issue that was
holding this customer back].

Talk about an [niche] conundrum…

[First name], if you're reading this email chances are you already have what it
takes to [desired result reader wants to achieve]. You just need a little help…

The best thing is, [niche] skills don’t ever expire. You can use them for life.

Are you ready to experience what powerful [niche] can do for you?

Maybe you're like my virtual coffee date, who needs way more than just a
quick fix that a single blog post or youtube video can cure.

While I love giving tons of value and advice through emails, social
content, and [optional: name of live training you provide] training, the
very best way to get results is to schedule a 1:1 call with me. Think of it like
a shortcut to getting [readers desired outcome] in less time.

I’ll help uncover your most troubling [niche] problems so you can improve
your [benefit to scheduling a call] and boost your confidence to [benefit to
scheduling a call 2] in a powerful way.

And the best part, [First name]? Your initial consult call doesn’t cost a thing!

This complimentary 1:1 call provides you the opportunity to discuss roadblocks
that are holding you back, identifies exactly where to focus your efforts, and
gives you a powerful [tool you provide to achieve results] to use that will
have you achieving results quicker.

Click here now to schedule a coffee chat. It’s our simple invitation with no
strings attached.

I can't wait to meet you, carmel latte in hand!

[Sign off]

TL;DR? If you need a little extra pep in your [niche] step, schedule a
no-strings-attached coffee chat here.

